TEMPO (EKB428)
Ultrabook/MacBook Air Bag - Briefcase, fits up to 13.3”

Just because a bag is sleek doesn’t mean it has to skimp on space or features. Sleek and chic for the modern professional, the Tempo fits an Ultrabook or MacBook Air in its own Checkpoint Friendly, felt-lined sleeve, with plenty of other dedicated spaces for a Kindle/iPad/tablet, phone, and accessories.

With its slim, conservative design and array of unique, innovative features, the Tempo is a bag built for the mobile manager, executive, or designer who likes to stay light on his or her feet. In addition to the bag’s own soft padding, Everki outfitted this briefcase with a padded, felt-lined sleeve correctly sized to snugly store an Ultrabook or MacBook Air. The sleeve may stay tethered to its compartment to prevent accidents or can easily detach for complete removal using a convenient strap-and-buckle system. This checkpoint friendly sleeve makes passing through airport security a breeze while it shields your device from the hazards of travel.

Checkpoint Friendly Laptop Sleeve System
Breeze through security with the Tempo, with its unique, checkpoint friendly laptop sleeve system designed to securely hold your Ultrabook/MacBook Air. This thickly-padded sleeve features a convenient handle and an innovative hinge mechanism that allows the user to safely and easily remove the laptop when passing through security checkpoints. Fast, simple, and effective.

Felt-Lined iPad/Kindle/Tablet Pocket
The rising popularity of tablets and their increasing importance in school and industry make this feature a must when purchasing a new laptop bag. This unique pocket is easily accessible within the bag’s main compartment and comes lined with the same soft felt found in the laptop sleeve, so you can rest assured that your iPad or tablet PC will stay just as well protected as your computer.

High-Grade Leather Handle and Accents
This bag was built with more than just function in mind. Not only is the Tempo light and practical, but it also boasts a ton of quality features and details that add to its stylish appeal – leather accents, high-grade nylon strap, oversized zippers, and a reflective metal logo, to name a few. Everki also included a leather handle to provide a firm and comfortable grip, and all of the Tempo’s accents are manufactured using the best quality materials to maintain a sharp and professional appearance that stands the test of time.

Lifetime Warranty Protection
You can enjoy peace of mind knowing that with any product in the Everki family, you never have to worry about discovering a flaw or defect after the end of the warranty period. Everki’s Limited Lifetime Warranty protects your purchase against manufacturing defects over the entire life of the product.

Specifications
Model: EKB428
Fits laptops: 13.3
Laptop compartment: 32.5 x 1.8 x 22.9 cm
External dimensions: 40 x 8 x 30 cm
Bag weight: 1.23kg
Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty